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Abstract
Tax Increment Financing (TIF) is one of the most popular funding mechanisms
used to finance downtown and other local economic development projects in the
United States. However, California’s recent dissolution of its over four hundred
Regional Development Authorities, many of which relied heavily on tax
increment revenue to issue bonds that financed redevelopment activities, has
caused considerable concern about the possibility of legal challenges across
different communities of economic development practitioners. The Michigan
Legislature is currently in the process of evaluating a series of state-level
legislative proposals that potentially imply significant changes in the structure and
participation of TIFs, possibly limiting the scope of this economic development
option in Michigan. The opportunity costs of such modifications to TIF practice
are not easily quantifiable for public policy makers or local economic
development specialists because statewide data that could help analysts evaluate
the extent and effectiveness of these tax capture tools simply does not exist. This
proposal seeks to contribute to the current policy discussion on TIF reform by
developing the blueprint for a comprehensive, state-level database on the scale,
scope and structure of TIF activities in Michigan (Michigan Repository for TIFs
“MiRTIF”). Categorizing, classifying and standardizing the reporting on all active
TIFs in the state in a consistent manner, the MiRTIF is intended to provide a
consolidated view for making meaningful fiscal comparisons at different levels of
state and local government.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Tax Increment Financing (TIF) is one of the most popular tools used to fund downtown
and other local economic development projects in the United States (see Briffault, 2010 for a
good overview). However, California’s recent dissolution of its over 400 Regional Development
Authorities, many of which relied heavily on tax increment revenue to issue bonds that financed
redevelopment activities, has caused considerable concern about the possibility of legal
challenges across different communities of economic development practitioners. The Michigan
Legislature is currently in the process of evaluating a series of state-level legislative proposals
that potentially imply significant changes in the structure and participation of TIFs, possibly
limiting the scope of this economic development option or even rendering it effective for practice
in Michigan. These legislative developments have given rise to an increased urgency for a careful
evaluation of TIFs as the funding mechanism of choice for state and local economic development
practitioners.
While TIF authorities might divert tax revenues from schools and other critical public
investments in infrastructure, public safety, and civic governance to private development, the
opportunity costs of eliminating TIFs in Michigan are not easily quantifiable for public policy
makers or local economic development practitioners. One of the main reasons for this difficulty is
the absence of standardized information for making meaningful fiscal comparisons at the
municipal level or county level, particularly since TIF authorities are organized in different ways
and in different municipalities across the state. In fact, while the Michigan Treasury attempts to
compile or analyze TIF data on a statewide basis, our research shows that there is little
compliance with the state-level regulatory reporting requirements. In turn, this means that there is
little systematic information about the financial condition of tax capturing authorities or the debt
they carry. While the purpose of these authorities is to attract new investment and to create jobs,
statewide data that could help analysts evaluate the extent and effectiveness of these tax capture
tools simply does not exist.
This Co-Learning Plan contributes to the current discussion of TIF reform by developing
the blueprint for a comprehensive, state-level database prototype on the structure and practice of
TIFs in Michigan (Michigan Repository for TIFs “MiRTIF”). Categorizing, classifying and
standardizing the reporting on all active TIFs in the state in a consistent manner, the MiRTIF is
intended to provide a consolidated view for making meaningful fiscal comparisons at the
municipal and county-level. In order to derive the field requirements for the MiRTIF, a
meticulous analysis of the statutes in the Michigan Legislature governing each of the eight tax
capture authorities is necessary. For this reason, the second deliverable this Co-Learning Plan
provides a step-by-step orientation of each and every step required to implement and operate a
TIF District in the state of Michigan. This seemingly elementary step is critical in order for actors
involved in TIF use or reform to acquire a comprehensive understanding of the TIF process from
start to completion. Any discussion that is not based on the fundamental principles of the TIF tool
will result in eroding its effectiveness and in municipalities appropriating it for non-intended
purposes.
Developing a streamlined reporting process based exclusively on the reporting
requirements of the Michigan Legislature removes the barriers that have made it nearly
impossible for authorities to report mandated information. As tax capture authorities across the
state slip in and out of financial trouble, looking to taxpayers for help, MiRTIF would provide
data that is systematically tracked and that can be reliably aggregated, providing a more complete
picture of all aspects of TIF activities. As such, MiRTIF could serve as the basis for rigorous
empirical policy analysis, much of which is currently difficult to achieve in the absence of
transparent data on TIF activity in Michigan
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 provides information on
the historical context, current practices and policy challenges of TIF usage as an economic
development tool. A brief summary of the relevant academic literature is discussed. Section 3
2

hones in on TIF use in Michigan. An in-depth account of the governing environment for TIF
implementation and practice coupled with a series of flow-charts explaining the reporting and
regulation process are provided. Section 4 begins with an explanation and analysis of the data
gathering process. Section 5 introduces the MiRTIF, followed by a discussion of TIF reporting in
Chicago as a specific instance of national best practice in section 6. This report concludes with a
set of next steps to guide future research as well as policy recommendations and conclusions in
sections 7 and 8.
2. BACKGROUND
Historical Context
Tax increment financing was first used in California in 1952 as a way to match federal
grants with local funds. With the shortage of federal funding characteristic of the late 20th
century, municipalities increasingly relied on local financing tools to fund their redevelopment
efforts. The laws governing TIFs have undergone numerous iterations, but the general principle
behind their use is similar. A municipality, or equivalent local governing body, can geographically
demarcate an underperforming area for redevelopment via tax increment financing. The value of
the property is assessed within this boundary and this assessment forms the “base” from which –
after the base is frozen from a specific date onwards – any incremental tax revenue is measured
against. During the lifespan of a TIF plan, incremental revenues that are gained through
redevelopment are earmarked towards funding new development. Under a “pay-as-you-go”
financing approach, the municipality would simply invest the additional tax revenues from
increases in the assessed values directly back into the designated district. If, however, the capital
requirements for redevelopment are large, municipalities are likely to engage in “pay-as-you-use”
finance and issue bonds to fund initial construction and, as the property values rise, incremental
tax revenues are used to pay off the debt over time. Once the TIF debt is paid off, all tax revenue
is reverted back to the municipality. The lifespan of a TIF is generally between 20 to 30 years (30
years or project plan completion for Michigan).
The basic mechanics of the TIF process are illustrated in Figure 1, with the top part of
panel (a) showing a land area view of a hypothetical municipality. The area on the western
boarder is designated a TIF district and its assessed values are measured and provide a base-line
against which future tax revenue increments are measured for as long as the TIF district is in
existence. The lower part of panel (a) shows the base-year property values in the TIF and nonTIF areas. Panel (b) illustrates the incentive to “capture revenue” from growth that would have
occurred in the absence of a TIF district when there are overlapping local governments. In this
setting, localized public improvements are likely to be opposed by property owners outside the
affected area, who pay higher property taxes with no offsetting benefits. By using tax revenue
captured from overlapping jurisdictions, TIF may circumvent this opposition, allowing the city to
implement the public improvement without an increase in its tax rate (Brueckner 2001).
However, when local government does not have a territorial monopoly, TIFs can lead to
inefficient economic development strategies due to a cross-subsidy of own-costs which induces
moral hazard (See Foster 1998; and Frey 2001, on the political economy of functional,
overlapping, competing jurisdictions).
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Figure 1: The Basic Mechanics of TIFs

(a) Textbook set-up

(b) Revenue capture with overlapping governments

TIF was conceived as a way to facilitate place specific projects that would generate
economic growth and development in places of low economic activity, low residential income,
and a low or declining property tax base. Municipalities are required to demonstrate that the area
designated for redevelopment meets what is known as the ‘but for’ requirement, that is to make
the case that development in the area would not happen ‘but for’ the creation of the TIF district.
In this manner, earmarking future growth in the area for private investment and new
infrastructure and offsetting incremental revenue from public facilities, is justified because,
arguably, without the intervention, the property value for the area would have remained constant,
or perhaps stagnated.
In many ways, TIF appears to be a perfect closed system in local public finance
(Youngman 2011). From the perspective of intergenerational equity, borrowing against future tax
4

revenues is an attractive tool because it can spread the costs of investing in an underperforming
area that require financing massive infrastructure overhaul. From the perspective of the
municipality, the tool is favorable because it does not require raising any new taxes for
development. Overall then, TIFs can be viewed as an effective way of earmarking property tax
revenue for local redevelopment – shielding such revenue, in a sense, from the political
idiosyncrasies of the local budgetary process that affect the use of other general fund revenues
from own sources.
Current practice and policy challenges
When properly implemented and monitored, TIF can be a successful tool for creating
employment and attracting private investment. However, since its inception, certain issues
regarding its use have surfaced. This section, backed by a variety of examples from the literature,
provides a brief overview of the more prevalent policy challenges associated with the use of TIF.
Establishing the Counterfactual
One of the more problematic aspects of TIF usage is in calculating the counterfactual. A
statutory authority or a definitive case law on the ‘but for’ condition does not exist (Weber 2003).
The reality is that any measure of a counterfactual is essentially a hypothetical. How can growth
that would have happened in an area be accurately gauged ‘but for’ the development of a TIF
district? An incorrectly calculated counterfactual results in diverting tax revenues from schools
and other critical public investments in infrastructure, public safety and civic governance to
private development when the area would have been witness to this increase regardless of the TIF
designation.
In recent work on TIFs in Chicago, Lester (2014) demonstrates that Chicago’s use of TIFs
do not actually pass the ‘but-for’ test. By measuring employment growth and building permit
activity in TIF districts and comparing these numbers to non-treated areas, the study concludes
that evidence of jobs creation or for private investment that would not have happened without the
TIF district designation does not exist. Researching spillover effects of TIF districts on
surrounding neighborhoods, Weber et al. (2007) demonstrate that selling prices for single-family
homes in the proximity of an industrial TIF district are negatively affected. Therefore, it is not
always enough to calculate the counterfactual within the district, as assessing the surrounding
areas is equally as important. The difficulty is that these conclusions cannot be reached during the
TIF designation process. The counterfactual can only be a guess, even if it is an intelligent one.
Therefore, in the time that elapses between the declaration of the TIF zone and research declaring
the inaccuracy of the ‘but for’ justification, funds that would have been given to the public
services in the district are diverted on account of the TIF designation.
Overall, there is an increasing body of statistical evidence that indicates the property
values of TIF-adopting municipalities grow at same rate as or even less than in non-adopting
municipalities. Using data for the Chicago metropolitan area that includes information on
property value growth before and after TIF adoption, Dye and Merriman (2000) find evidence
that cities that adopt TIF grow more slowly than those that do not. Similarly, using data on all
Wisconsin municipalities during the period 1990–2003, Merriman et al. (2010) find little
evidence that TIF has led to significant increases in aggregate property values or that TIF
increases the total value of residential and manufacturing property within a community.
Surprisingly, they find positive impacts for commercial TIF districts.
Common to all empirical studies on TIF effectiveness is the fact that the observation that
TIF districts grow faster than other areas is unremarkable on its own and this does not permit any
causal inference. Indeed, the empirical challenges for such work are threefold: First, ex-ante
growth projections and ex-post growth attribution to TIF-related development activity are very
complex (particularly since development spillovers do not stick to boundaries). Second, there is
the issue of reverse causality: TIFs might cause growth, but anticipated growth could cause TIF
formation in the presence of municipal revenue capture (cf. Anderson 1990). Lastly, there is the
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empirical challenge of analyzing the evidence: TIF adopters might be fundamentally different
from non-adopters. In other words, there is the need to address sample selection bias. All of
which suggests that any evidence on the purported effectiveness of TIFs requires careful analysis
of the counterfactual, a point that is well established in the literature on program evaluation
(Imbens and Wooldridge 2009).
Meeting Public Good and Blight Requirements
Addressing the increasingly less stringent use of TIF designation, in 2000 Michigan
legislation expanded TIF usage to incorporate non-“pure public good” infrastructure expenses
such as land acquisition, private businesses, and incubators (Wisniewski 2000). Herein lies
another problematic aspect of state enabling legislation for TIF. According to the Downtown
Development Authority Act 197, the legislature finds “[t]hat halting property value deterioration
and promoting economic growth in the state are essential governmental functions and constitute
essential public purposes (123.1651a Sec. 1.f.). The use of the term ‘public purpose’ to define
property value deterioration and the promotion of economic growth has taken a more robust
application, more commonly placing the emphasis on economic growth as opposed to property
value deterioration.
Historically, the main political and economic motivations for TIFs have been anchored by
the state-of-exception logic that justifies special budgeting and revenue earmarking in order to
spur development in blighted areas. From 1983 until 1995, for example, Chicago used TIF
designation to rebuild industrial corridors witness to derelict infrastructure. Chicago’s first use of
TIF was in its downtown core as a way to develop its commercial center and discourage residents
from moving and/or shopping in the suburbs (Lester 2014). Justifiably, in this manner the TIF
designation helped to reinvigorate downtown, mediate sprawl, and encourage investment by
consumers in the city center. Following 1995, however, TIF usage in Chicago accelerated
significantly. This parallels the proliferating use of TIFs in other US cities (Weber 2010,
Lester 2014).
The increasingly lax interpretation of what qualifies as “blight” has implied that the
criteria that are required to be met in order to form a TIF District are notoriously difficult to
establish in an object and transparent manner. Briffault (2010) provides various examples of
projects that were approved under the pretext of “blight” when in reality the term was
appropriated to implicate “underdevelopment” rather than decaying deteriorated structures,
economic distress, and unsafe and unsanitary conditions. For example, in a St. Louis suburb, TIF
revenue was used to demolish a shopping mall on account of it not being able to compete with
newer malls in the area despite the fact that it was considered the city’s greatest economic asset.
The blight factors included “obsolete platting in its current two anchor store configuration,
limited space for small retail shops, improper subdivision and irregularly platted lots that
constrained expansion” (Briffault 2010: 79).
Meeting the requirement for blight and for redevelopment to constitute a public purpose is
treated as a matter to be disputed within the legislative determination but it is not regulated by the
need to provide specific forms of evidence. The end result is the wide proliferation of TIF as
justified by stimulating economic development, but not necessary in places that are in desperate
need for publicly financed redevelopment.
Promoting Tax Base Growth Versus Employment
Tax based growth is most likely to happen in locations where the property values are low,
or growing at a slower pace, in comparison to other parts of the municipality. TIF is known to be
effective for large, expensive projects that result in quick and significant spikes in tax increment
because larger projects that generate substantial increments to meet the initial objectives
delineated in the Development Plan and TIF Plan required at the time of implementation can
more quickly retire their TIF designation and revenues can be diverted back to municipalities. By
comparison, smaller projects, such as the construction of a small parking lot or a new roof would
6

not justify the high transaction costs of implementation or meet the minimum requirement for
new bond issues (Weber 2003).
The use of TIF has proven effective in cases where it is directly tied to the creation of new
jobs. When developing a TIF Plan, an authority is required to estimate how many jobs will be
created. Weber (2003) discusses an example of the Local Economic Employment Development
(LEED) organization in Chicago playing an active role in helping secure $1.4 million in TIF
funds for Federal Express. As part of the agreement, Federal Express would hire its employees
through LEED placement services and invest in their career development by ensuring they
advanced to higher-paying jobs. This is an example of a one-time allocation of TIFs that proved
successful.
However, tension exists between job creation and property value increase, despite the fact
that these two goals are usually treated as linked (Weber et al. 2001). Industry-oriented
development is more likely to witness an increase in jobs. Development that is focused on
commercial or mixed-used development, while succeeding in raising the tax base growth, is not
as likely to generate the same results. Because of the structure of the tool, that is, the need to
generate the revenue to finance ongoing projects and pay back bonds, development that increases
property values and the tax base more often trumps the objective of creating jobs.
This is further complicated by the fact that reporting on the creation of jobs is not a
simple task. The statutes governing tax capture authorities do not specify the type of employment
that it seeks to increase. As a tool that was designed to target blighted areas, it would be
reasonable to assume that the tool must target structural unemployment. This logic could be
extended to assume that the primary target for job creation would be local residents, as opposed
to new immigrants to the area. Specifications on the distribution of employment are not primary
considerations in the literature or the state enabling legislation governing the tool. Rather,
reporting requirements simply state that authorities should report on the number of jobs created
and, as is discussed below, this requirement is rarely, and arguably cannot be, met.
Defaulting on Bonds
In 1999, the Kellogg Corporation announced the possibility of closing its aging plant
located in Battle Creek, Michigan. This set off a wave of alarms for the Battle Creek Downtown
Development Authority because the Kellogg plant is located within their designated TIF district.
In 1997, around $60 million of bonds were issued by the DDA to finance investments in the
district. In addition to possible defaulting of the bonds, the closing of the plant would mean a loss
of 700 jobs (Ward 1999). As of the publication of this document, the Kellogg Corporation
remains in Battle Creek. However, they are slowly moving their operations to other cities and
reducing the capacity of their aging plant in Battle Creek.
The situation the Battle Creek Downtown Development Authority (DDA) faced is not
unique to their municipality. These situations are bound to happen whenever corporations are
lured by business incentives in alternative locations. In situations such as these, the corporations
may not have any obligations to remain in operation for the lifespan of the TIF district. If other
opportunities arise, they are free to relocate, leaving the responsibility to the DDA to scramble for
new tax resources. Furthermore, the individuals that comprise the DDA are given the governance
power to leverage financial capital through TIF, but their objectives may not be aligned with the
long-term fiscal outlook of the city. This ability to function like a bank to obtain financial backing
and issue bonds without having the accountability of a bank can lead to overenthusiastic
projections that result in debt (Pacewicz 2012). This is an example of how abuse of TIFs can lead
to enriching the interests of the private sector over the needs of the public it was initially intended
to serve.
Fiscal Fragmentation at Various Levels
The process of developing a tax capturing authority is representative of the fiscal
decentralization of power from the state level, to the municipal level, and even further to the
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board of members governing the powers of the authority. Though it is the municipality that must
approve the creation of an authority and its jurisdictional boundary by the governing body of the
municipality, once the decision is approved, all powers are vested to the authority with little
oversight from higher levels of government (Briffault 2010). This means that the authority is
given the ability to function like a financial entity capable of engaging in lending operations in
that it can finance bonds, as well as like the state and municipal government, in that in can make
land use planning and zoning decisions. This level of power should warrant stringent oversight,
yet mechanisms for enforcement or for penalty are not in place at the legislative level.
Another problematic issue that has emerged is the role of private real estate consultants
hired by municipal bureaucracies to assist in the process of securing developers. In a series of
interviews with these agents and through the review of primary material, Weber and O’NeillKohl (2013) uncover how certain strategies are employed to lure in new development resulting in
shifting the primary focus of job creation to real estate development. Tax capture authorities have
come under scrutiny for receiving payments from the incremental fund rather than the municipal
fund, thereby, opening the door for corrupt practices. The lack of uniform guidelines and
transparency contribute to the abuse.
Accountability, Governance and Reporting
This last point contributes to perhaps the most problematic issues regarding TIF use
regulation. Because of the dual character of TIFs as both a financial instrument and an economic
development tool, the perimeter of regulatory oversight must be broad and deep, encompassing
both financial stability considerations and traditional accounting disclosure standards stipulated
in the uniform reporting format for financial statements for local governments under
GSAB Statement No.34 (GASB 1999). To date, however, such a broad regulatory treatment of
TIFs remains elusive and, despite extensive regulatory reform in the wake of the financial crisis,
this issue seems by and large not on the radar of policy makers who have almost exclusively
focused on reform and oversight at the federal level. For example, a consolidated national
registry of TIF districts does not exist. TIF usage could be aided by transparency, evaluation, and
a more finely controlled reporting process. The lack of transparency, as well as penalty for
negligent use, has resulted in examples of TIF revenue used for funding projects that not legally
approved by the statute, such as, for example, golf courses, marketing efforts, luxury car
dealerships, etc. (Weber 2003).
The focus here is to highlight the common implementation practices and policy
challenges that characterize TIF usage across a multitude of different applications. As we discuss
in detail below, it is not currently possible to make any meaningful fiscal comparisons at the
municipal level or county level for Michigan because of the absence of information. Careful
evaluation of TIFs as the funding mechanism of choice for Michigan and local economic
development practitioners is necessary. This can only be completed through a detailed reporting
of the practice of TIFs in Michigan. We will demonstrate how a consolidated repository for TIFs
in Michigan will improve the effectiveness of TIFs and mitigate potentials to abuse a tool that
could actually prove beneficial for communities and could serve as a model for future local
development efforts. In many instances, this lack of visibility of TIF activity is accompanied by
lax regulatory enforcement, which reinforces the public accountability deficit of TIFs as a
financing tool. Indeed, concerns about TIF governance currently pose the greatest challenge to
the continuation of viability of TIFs as a feasible option for financing local economic
development.
3. TIF GOVERNANCE IN MICHIGAN
Tax increment financing is used in 49 states and the District of Columbia. Legislation
governing TIF usage is decided at the state level and, therefore, varies widely across states.
According to the Department of Treasury’s Executive Budget Appendix on Tax Credits,
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Deductions, and Exemptions for Fiscal Years 2014 and 2015, tax capturing authorities in
Michigan are expected to capture $280 million in TIF revenues this year. This represents an
increase of about $150 million since 2006, an 86 percent increase. (Adjusted for inflation to 2012
figures, the increase is about 65 percent).
There are eight established authorities for the state of Michigan that can utilize TIF to
fund their projects. Table 1 lists the names of each of the tax enabling legislation for these eight
authorities and the year they were established. In addition, there are two acts in the Legislature
that allow for tax increment financing that do not appear in the table because they do not require
the formation of an authority in the same manner as the others. These are Private Investment
Infrastructure Act (2010 PA 250, MCL 125.1871 to 125.1883) and Nonprofit Street Railway Act
(1867 PA 35, MCL 472.1 to 472.27). In Michigan, municipalities (cities, villages, or townships)
are given the power to determine the need for an authority and to delineate the geographical
boundary within which it will operate. Once this is established, authorities are able to enact a TIF
district to fund development for projects within those boundaries. Because each authority targets
different types of redevelopment, Michigan law allows municipalities to designate overlapping
authorities to meet their economic development goals.
Table 1: Tax Capture Authority Enabling Legislation for Michigan

Authority

Year est’d

Enabling Legislation

Purpose

Downtown Development
Authority
DDA

1975

Public Act 197
Mich. Comp. Laws Ann. §
125.1651 et seq.

Finances downtown development by halting
property value deterioration.

Tax Increment Finance
Authority
TIFA

1980

Public Act 450
Mich. Comp. Laws Ann. §
125.1801 et seq.

Finances development that prevents
deterioration.
These authorities were not allowed after 1987.
Established boundaries became permanent
after 1987 and could not be expanded.

Local Development Financing
Authority LDFA

1986

Public Act 281
Mich. Comp. Laws Ann. §
125.2151 et seq.

Finances development of manufacturing,
agricultural processing, high-technology
industries through the creation of certified
technology parks or a certified alternative
energy park.

Brownfield Redevelopment
Authorities
BRA

1996

Public Act 381
Mich. Comp. Laws Ann. §
125.2651 et seq.

Finances environmental remediation on
brownfield sights and development to blighted
and functionally obsolete property.

Historic Neighborhood Tax
Increment Finance Authority
Act
HNTIFA
Corridor Improvement
Authority
CIA

2004

Public Act 530
Mich. Comp. Laws Ann. §
125.2841 et seq.

Finances development to improve streets,
pedestrian malls, and other public
improvements in historic neighborhoods.

2005

Public Act 280
Mich. Comp. Laws Ann. §
125.2871 et seq.

Finances business districts along main
thoroughfares and encourage historic
preservation.

Neighborhood Improvement
Authority
NIA

2007

Public Act 61
Mich. Comp. Laws Ann. §
125.2911 et seq.

Finances development to encourage residential
and economic growth and to prevent
neighborhood deterioration.

Water Resource Improvement
Tax Increment Finance
Authority
WRITIFA

2008

Public Act 94
Mich. Comp. Laws Ann. §§
125.1771 et seq.

Finances projects focused on protecting inland
lakes from invasive species and pollution.
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Figure 2: Institutional Relationships

Institutions Involved in Oversight of Tax Capture Authorities

State Tax Commission

Secretary of State

Michigan Economic Development
Corporation

Department of Treasury

All Other Authorities

Secretary of State

Michigan Strategic Fund

Department of Environmental Quality

Auditor General

Brownfield Redevelopment Authorities*

Notes on relationships between the above institutions:
The Department of Environmental Quality and the Michigan Strategic Fund combine annual reports
they receive from brownfield redevelopment authorities and submit an annual report to the Michigan
Legislature (BRA Act 502, 2012). The Department of Treasury; Michigan Economic Development
Corporation; State Tax Commission; and Secretary of State do not work together to submit reports to
the Michigan Legislature.
do not work together to submit reports to the Michigan Legislature.

The Michigan Legislature details the legal precedent for the establishment of a tax
capturing authority, governance of the authority, reporting protocol, and financing mechanisms.
Minus minor discrepancies, the governance of all eight tax-capturing authorities is similar. In
addition to the Michigan Legislature, the Michigan Department of Treasury and its branch arm,
the State Tax Commission, the Michigan Strategic Fund, the Department of Environmental
Quality, and the Michigan Economic Development Corporation are all institutional bodies
involved in the implementation and oversight process TIF application. Figure 2 demonstrates the
role that each of these institutions play in the process of tax increment capture.
Establishing a Tax Capture Authority
A municipality must first create a resolution of intent to be adopted by the elected
governing body with legislative powers of the municipality. This intent must include a date for a
public hearing on the resolution creating an authority and the boundary within which the
authority can exercise its powers (authority district). Public hearing announcements must be
published twice in a newspaper of general circulation in the municipality. The statute pursuant of
each authority-enabling act has a specific time period for how many days before the hearing the
announcement must be made. A notice must be mailed to property taxpayers of record in the
proposed district. In addition, municipalities are required to mail by certified mail notice of the
hearing with the proposed boundaries of the TIF district to the governing body of each taxing
jurisdiction levying taxes that would be subject to capture if a TIF were established. Notice of the
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hearing must be made visually available to the public in at least 20 places in the proposed district
not less than 20 days before the date of the hearing. The minimum amount of days fluctuates
depending on the type of authority the municipality intends to create. A hearing is held and the
governing body takes comments. Not less than 60 days following the public hearing the
governing body may adopt the resolution. (Unlike the time period for publication and
announcement of the intent, the 60 day time period before adoption is consistent across all tax
capturing authorities). The resolution is then published in a newspaper of general circulation and
filed with the Secretary of State.
Once the resolution is filed with the Secretary of State, the municipality can appoint
members to a governing board. These board members become the official authority. Specific
guidelines are detailed in the statute for each authority on who is and who is not eligible to serve
on the board. Once the authority is established, the authority now has the legal right to issue
bonds to fund infrastructure and other property improvements in the designated authority district.
Development Plan and Tax Increment Finance Plan
After the authority and the authority district is approved by the elected governing body of
the municipality, and analysis for necessary development of the designated area is completed, the
authority can develop a Development Plan (DP) and a TIF Plan. The difference between the DP
and the TIF Plan is that the DP serves as a reporting mechanism to assess the current physical
characteristics of the designated area, whereas the TIF Plan is a financial tool focused on
financing future development of the area. The authority is not obligated to develop a DP or a TIF
Plan. In fact, some municipalities in Michigan have succeeded in creating an authority, but the
authority never proceeded in developing a DP or a TIF Plan. According to the Tax Commission’s
Frequently Asked Questions, some municipalities are surprised to find that they have inactive
authorities in their jurisdiction. However, even inactive authorities must submit all required
reporting forms. If the local unit has decided to dissolve the authority, it must submit this
information to the Tax Commission.
The DP is required any time an authority decides to finance a project through the use of
revenue bonds, which is almost always the case for TIF districts. The DP must detail the
following information:
 Highways, streets, streams, and other public facilities within the development area
 Location and character of the public and private land uses in the area including legal
descriptions of the commercial, educational, industrial, recreational, residential, and any other
uses.
 Time required for completion of existing projects such as improvements in the development
area to be demolished, altered, or repaired, a statement of the construction stages of
construction planned, and the estimated costs of rehabilitation contemplated for the
development area.
 Information on parts of the development area to be left as open space, portions that the
authority desires to sell, exchange, donate, or lease, zoning and infrastructure changes.
 Estimate of the cost of development and how it will finance the development.
 Information on the number of persons residing in the development area and project how many
families and individuals the plan will displace, as well as information on their socio-economic
status such as income, racial composition.
 Housing information to be collected including:
o Number of public and private units
o Owner-occupied versus renter-occupied
o Annual rate of turnover
o Range of rents and sale prices
o Estimate of private and public housing available should families and individuals be
displaced
11



In the case that displacement will happen, a plan must include:
o Provision for development of new housing in the area to accommodate people
displaced
o Provisions for the costs of relocating displaced persons.
As stated above, the TIF Plan details the financial components of new development. The
authority must first provide a statement detailing how the TIF Plan will result in generating the
declared assessed value that could not be expected before the formulation and adoption of the
plan. For each year of the TIF Plan, the authority must report specific information. These
specifics are discussed in the following section.
Reporting protocol
Assuming that the DP and the TIF Plan are accepted by the local governing unit through
the hearing process detailed above and development in the area begins, on an annual basis, the
authority is then subject to specific reporting requirements. At the municipal level, the local
governing unit is responsible for overseeing the reporting. At the state level, the Department of
Treasury for the state of Michigan is responsible for overseeing the reporting process. A language
discrepancy occurs between the Michigan Legislature and the Michigan Tax Commission.
Though the statutes governing authorities detail the required information to be reported, the
names of the forms created by the Treasury do not appear in the wording of these statutes. For
this reason, reporting requirements for this report are based on the legal mandates specified by
the Michigan Legislature but we also adopt the language and incorporate the reporting
requirements that must be filed annually to the Michigan Treasury.
According to the Michigan Treasury, tax capturing authorities are legally required to
submit three forms on an annual basis. The first form is the Tax Increment Financing Plan Report
for Capture of Property Taxes and State Reimbursement Amount (see appendix). This is known
as Form 2604, if the TIF Plan incorporates one school district, or 2967 if the TIF Plan
incorporates two or more school districts. TIF Plan directors must fill out one form for each plan
under their supervision. The cover sheet of the form includes basic information including the
name of the country, school district, contact information of the person filing the report, and
confirmation of whether or not the TIF plan captures K-12 school taxes. If the TIF Plan does
capture school taxes, then the entire form must be filled out. The form is in an Excel sheet format
that allows for easy transfer of data, however, there are multiple line items within each of the tabs
of the worksheet that need to be filled out. The cover sheet states that there are eight steps in the
entire form. This is incorrect. In actuality, there are five steps.
Form 2604 Line Items
1. Millage Report
2. Calculation of Captured Value
3. Eligible Obligations and Eligible Advances
4. Other Protected Obligations
5. Capture of School Taxes
The second report is an annual report (AR). The State Tax Commission Bulletin 9 of 1997
describes the AR in detail. The AR does not exist in a form format. Rather, it is included in the
form 2604/2967 instructions as appendix 3.
AR Report Line Items:
 Amount and course of revenue in the account
 Amount in bond reserve account
 Amount and purpose of expenditures from the account
 Amount of principle and interest on any outstanding bonded indebtedness
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Initial assessed value of the project area
Captured assessed value retained by the authority
Tax increment revenues received
Number of jobs created as a result of implementing the plan
Any additional information required necessary by the state tax commission or the
governing body

For an example of an AR, see Table 3. This report comes from the Detroit Economic
Growth Coalition. It is the AR for the Downtown Development Authority, Development Area #2.
Line items for each of the required fields and corresponding data are included in this form.

Table 3: Example of Annual Report
Annual Report
City of Detroit Downtown Development Authority, Development Area #2
FYE 2007
Revenue:
Property Taxes
Interest
Total Revenue

801,911
801,911

Bond Reserve
Expenditures
Eligible Obligations:
Madison Center Project
Total eligible obligations:

801,911
801,911

Outstanding bonded indebtedness
Principal
Interest

-

Initial Assessed Value
Ad valorem non-homestead
Commercial Facilities Tax-New
Commercial Facilities Tax-Restored
Total

-

Captured Value
Ad valorem non-homestead
Commercial Facilities Tax-New
Commercial Facilities Tax-Restored
Total

-

335,900
335,900

9,808,297
9,808,297

Tax Increment Revenue Received
City of Detroit
School
SET
Wayne County
WCCC
RESA
Huron-Clinton
Total

340,939
293,427
56,841
53,152
23,157
32,389
2,006
801,911

Number of Jobs Created
Additional Information

N/A
None
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The final document is a copy of the assessor’s or treasurer’s worksheet (ATW), which is
used to calculate how much money needs to be sent to the authority. Like the AR, the ATW is not
an official form. According to the Question and Answers section on TIFs on the Michigan Tax
Commission’s website, this form is a copy of the report that was used by the tax capture
authority’s to determine the TIF Plan’s tax increment revenue. It can be submitted in either
handwritten or computed, and it should include the following:
 Millages
 Initial, current, and captured values by property tax roll
Source of tax increment revenue, subdivided by each millage levied
For simplification of the TIF process, each of the steps detailed above are visually
graphed out for every tax capture authority into two sets of flow charts:
TIF Process
Figures 3 through 5 provide a detailed schematic of the implementation process from the
creation of an authority to the approval of TIF as a revenue source. The processes each
municipality and authority must undergo in order to reach the final step of implementing a TIF
Plan and remaining in good operating standing are broken down into color-coded boxes. Boxes
highlighted in blue represent the steps that need to be met in order to form an authority. Boxes
highlighted in green represent the steps that need to be met in order to establish a DP. Boxes
highlighted in purple represent the steps that need to be met in order to establish a TIF Plan.
Boxes highlighted in orange represent reporting requirements for the duration of the TIF
District’s existence. Similarly, any boxes highlighted in red that fall below each of their
respective colors represent the steps that need to be met by the municipality or authority, but in
addition, they highlight the reporting requirements that the municipality or authority is obligated
to meet. In theory, these prerequisites are in place in order to inform the public of new activity
within their jurisdiction and they also assist regulating bodies in enforcing regulation and
capturing information.
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Figure 3: Process and Reporting Requirements for Downtown Development Authorities, Historic
Neighborhood Tax Increment Finance Authorities, and Tax Increment Finance Authorities
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Figure 4: Process and Reporting Requirements for Brownfield Redevelopment Authorities
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Figure 5: Process and Reporting Requirements for Corridor Improvement Authorities,
Neighborhood Improvement Authorities, and Local Development Finance Authorities
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TIF Regulation
Figures 6 through 9 demonstrate the role of the various entities involved in the regulation
of TIF. The process each regulating institution takes in ensuring that authorities meet guidelines
is broken down in color-coded boxes. Because the regulating entities vary by authority, their
colors subsequently vary. All charts include the State Treasury, the local governing body, and the
Authority Board. In addition to those mentioned above, the BRA chart includes the Department
of Environmental Quality, as well as the Chairperson of the Michigan Strategic Fund and the
LDFA chart includes the Michigan Economic Development Corporation.
Figure 6: Regulation Process for Downtown Development Authorities and Tax Increment Finance
Authorities
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Figure 7: Regulation Process for Brownfield Redevelopment Authorities
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Figure 8: Regulation Process for Corridor Improvement Authorities, Historic Neighborhood Tax
Increment Finance Authorities, Neighborhood Improvement Authorities, and Water Resource
Improvement Tax Increment Finance Authorities
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Figure 9: Regulation Process for Local Development Finance Authorities
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Recent changes regarding Brown Field Redevelopment Authorities
The Michigan Legislature and the Department of Treasury are the principle governing
bodies for TIF usage in Michigan. A third organization, the Michigan Economic Development
Corporations (MEDC), is the state of Michigan’s marketing arm responsible for attracting
economic growth through the use of economic development strategies and services that aid in
their implementation. MEDC is a discretely presented component unit of the state of Michigan
created as a public body corporate under Article VII, Section 28 of the Michigan Constitution and
Act 7, P.A. 1967. The Michigan Strategic Fund and public agencies across Michigan created the
MEDC through an Interlocal Agreement. The Interlocal Agreement went into effect on April 5,
1999, giving the MEDC the ability to jointly exercise powers with public agencies to provide
services and share resources. The MEDC oversees the money and administers programs that the
MSF board approves. As of April of 2014, the MEDC is responsible for collecting tax
information for Brownfield Redevelopment Authorities instead of the Michigan Department of
Treasury. The MEDC recently launched an online portal to streamline this process and will not be
accepting the AR in paper format.
Tax Collection Process
The approval of the TIF plan sets the tax base at the initial assessed value. This value is
the county equalization director’s determination of equalized assessed value of all property in the
development plan. At the present time (Year 0), the tax base is frozen and municipal and county
treasurers will transmit tax increment revenues (in following years) to all Michigan tax capture
authorities. County treasurers or assessors calculate the amount of tax increment to transmit to
the authorities through an ATW worksheet that one of them fills out.
This tax increment can sometimes be modified if the authority will lose permissible
education tax capture. If the authority specifically loses tax increment revenues from the Revised
School Code, State Education Tax Act, and the General Property Tax Act, while reducing
allowable school tax capture, through the Department of Treasury’s permission, the authority can
request the local tax collecting treasurer to allocate education taxes to the authority itself.
Following tax increment calculation, municipal and county treasurers send revenues to tax
capture authorities that reside in their jurisdiction’s borders. Most public acts do not specify the
number of days municipality and county treasurers must transmit tax increment to the authorities.
However, PA 502 (the public act for BRAs), requires that BRAs must receive their tax increment
within thirty days after their tax increment is collected. LDFAs are also different because they
receive their tax increment from schools in addition to municipality and county treasurers.
Opt-Out Process
A governing body of a taxing jurisdiction can choose to not have its taxes apportioned to a
tax increment finance authority—or to “opt-out.” The following tax increment finance authorities
can exercise opt-out powers:
 Downtown Development Authorities; Corridor Improvement Authorities
 Historical Neighborhood Tax Increment Finance Authorities
 Local Development Finance Authorities
 Water Resource Improvement Tax Increment Finance Authorities
 Brownfield Redevelopment Authorities
After a specified number of days following a public hearing to implement or amend a
development plan, the governing body of a jurisdiction can adopt a resolution to exempt its taxes
from capture. BRAs, WRITAs, LDFAs, and CIAs can all opt-out within sixty days of the public
hearing. DDAs and HNTIFAs must do so within ninety days.
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Following the decision to opt-out, the authority files a copy of its resolution with the clerk
of the municipality that contains the authority, thus putting its decision to opt-out into effect.
Financing of Development Plan
To illustrate the process of tax increment capture, here we demonstrate how this process
works with a DDA. The following are the two steps of tax capture:
 The DDA’s municipal and county treasurers calculate the tax increment that should go to the
DDA through the ATW worksheet.
 The municipal and county treasurers send the tax increment to the authority.
Depending on whether the authority’s development project has a general obligation or
general revenue bond, the authority will use the tax increment it receives to directly pay its bond
(if it is a general revenue bond) or to reimburse the municipality for the bond payments it makes
(if it is a general obligation bond).
A DDA has three ways that it can finance a project that is connected to its development
plan. In the first instance (a pay-as-you-use bond), a municipality will first approve, issue, and
sell general obligation bonds to finance a DDA’s development project in the municipality’s
borders. The municipality is responsible for bond payments and the authority’s tax increment
reimburses the municipality. Additionally, a DDA has the option of issuing a revenue bond (also a
pay-as-you-use bond), where its projected tax increment is securitized for bond payments. In the
first example, the municipality will be responsible for bond payments if the projected tax
increments are not enough to pay the bond payments. In the second example, the DDA itself will
be responsible if its tax increments are not enough to pay the bond payments.
If the hypothetical DDA finances the development project through a general obligation
bond (as in the first example), the DDA will use its tax increments to pay back the municipality
for the bond payments it makes. If it does not have enough tax increment to pay back the
municipality, the municipality will be responsible for the bond and the bond payments. If the
hypothetical DDA finances the development project through a revenue bond (as in the second
example), the DDA will use the tax increments to pay the bond payments it makes. If it does not
have enough tax increment to make its bond payments, it will be responsible for them—not the
municipality in which it resides (as is the case with the first example).
A third method of financing a project, which the Downtown Development Authority Act
does not mention, is through a pay-as-you-go bond. In this instance, the municipality would not
borrow any money and would fund the DDA’s development project through its capital reserve.
After Year 0, tax increments begin to reimburse the municipality’s capital reserve account. If the
DDA does not have enough tax increment to pay back the municipality as agreed, the
municipality will lose its investment.
4. THE REALITY: TIF REPORTING AND TRANSPARENCY IN MICHIGAN
Our initial goal was to understand the status of TIF usage in Michigan. We were interested
in knowing how many TIF authorities exist, if they developed a TIF district, their reporting
consistencies, and any outcomes or deliverables. We utilized three main sources for obtaining our
information: 1. Existing publications and academic literature; 2. Web resources such as state and
individual municipalities’ websites and authority websites; and 3. Communications with
administrators at the State Tax Commission, the Citizens Research Council of Michigan
(CRCM), representatives from the MEDC, representatives from the Michigan Land Bank, and
several faculty members from Michigan State University and the University of Michigan.
Publications and academic literature
Existing publications suffice for providing an overall idea of number of authorities in
Michigan, but the fact that they are published reports means that they are not continuously
updated. The most recent and comprehensive report we found is the CRCM’s 2007 Survey of
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Economic Development Programs in Michigan report. This report should be noted for its
outstanding job of providing an in depth overview of the definitions, public acts, and laws
governing financing programs and tax authorities as well as collecting information on how many
authorities existed in Michigan as of 2007.
When it can, the CRCM report provides information on how many municipalities have
authorities. Unfortunately, what the report fails to do is include information on whether or not the
authorities have enacted their powers to create a tax capturing district or if certain authorities
have more than one plan under their jurisdiction. For example, as of 2007, the CRCM report
specifies that the number of municipalities with Historic Neighborhood Tax Increment Finance
Authorities (HNTFA) was unknown. Our most recent report from the CRCM, as well as
communications with a representative from the MEDC, verifies that HNTIFAs are not in
operation. If they are in operation, they are not reporting their figures to the Tax Commission. As
of 2005, Michigan has 63 communities with Historic District Commissions. These communities
are pursuant to Michigan’s Local Historic Districts Act (1970 PA 169) delineating what
constitutes a historic district. According to the legislation governing HNTIFAs, only cities and
townships with historic districts are eligible for HNTIFAs, but multiple HNTIFAs can exist inside
the boundaries of the historic district.
We also utilized academic literature on the practice of TIFs in Michigan to gain a better
understanding of the process governing TIF usage in the state. Most of the literature that covers
this topic approaches the use of TIF from a theoretical perspective and does not provide us with
data on the number of municipalities with established authorities or tax capturing districts. The
one exception is a recent article analyzing the effectiveness of combining multiple economic
development incentives, one of which is TIF, into a package of economic development tools
(Reese 2014). Similar methods for collecting information on authorities using TIF were followed
including snowball sampling as part of a statewide population survey. However, the author
admitted to a low turnout rate and states in the article that some authorities may be missing.
Web resources
We found that select municipalities report TIF Plans and make them available online.
When this is the case, the plans themselves often contain maps, though this is not completely
consistent throughout. Some have histories of the districts, including legislative process,
important dates, and intended land uses within the districts. Reports also contain goals, specific
policies for the districts, and expected impacts. However, not many reports have employment
estimates. An exemplar for reporting is Bellevue. We do not include a copy of this report as it is
65 pages long. Battle Creek DDA is an example of a municipality that includes a map of the
proposed DDA and the district within which the authority can operate as seen in Figure 10. This
simple color-coded map clearly designates the boundaries of the DDA and street names, major
avenues and thoroughfares, railroad, parcels, and water features. A legend is included to assist the
reader in distinguishing the features that are captured in the proposed DDA district, as well as a
scale and a north arrow compass rose.
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Figure 10: Authority District for Village of Bellevue Downtown Development Authority

Source: Village of Bellevue Downtown Development Authority Tax Increment Finance and Development Plan (n.d.)

Most municipalities do not include an annual report online. Of those that do, we have not
found any municipality that includes consecutive year reports online. For those that we did find,
most reporting years begin in 2010, with a few reports for 2004-2005, and an established pattern
cannot be found for the years that are reported. There are tax capture authorities that generate
reports on a monthly basis, but this appears to be very rare. The reports that are filed generally
adhere to the statutory requirements laid out in Bulletin 9 of 1997. Typically they contain all of
the line items requested by the Tax Commission. This includes tax increments received, bond
reserve account, amount and purpose of expenditures, amount of principal and interest on
outstanding debt, initial assessed value of area (one of the least frequently reported items),
captured assessed value, number of jobs created (also one of the least frequently reported items).
The larger municipalities with authorities tend to have websites for their various authority
types, but these websites are not always up to date, and many include only board member
information. The most consistently updated information appears to be board members, meeting
dates, and meeting agendas. Some DDAs have their own websites because they are larger
organizations, but this is rare. Some authorities have put together their own factions that provide
information on the activities of the authorities. Kalamazoo is a good example of this. In most
cases, the only published data on the authorities is contained within the municipalities’ larger
comprehensive financial report.
Between the Michigan Treasure, the Michigan Legislature, and the MEDC, the MEDC
does the best job of providing information on their website in a friendly, easily understood
manner, for the layperson attempting to understand the process of establishing an authority
district and a TIF Plan. On their website they provide “Fact Sheets” with the rules and regulations
for authorities. These fact sheets, available in the appendix, correspond to the reporting
requirements detailed above.
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Personal Communications
We held conversations with representatives from the Michigan Treasury, the MEDC, the
CRCM, and faculty members from Michigan State University and the University of Michigan.
We were also invited to participate in workgroup in Lansing dedicated to TIF reform.
Reporting Requirements, Compliance and Enforcement
Our initial goal was to introduce a mostly completed comprehensive, state-level database
on the structure and practice of TIFs in Michigan (Michigan Repository for TIFs “MiRTIF”). The
MiRTIF was to provide an essential database for making meaningful fiscal comparisons at the
municipal and county-level by categorizing, classifying and standardizing the reporting on all
active TIFs in the state in a consistent manner. However, our investigation demonstrated that
current data collections mechanisms are not sufficient for compiling the data we need.
We did not succeeded in finding some of the required reporting information as specified
by legal statutes governing TIF usage and authority practices in Michigan because the majority of
the authorities are not doing an adequate job of reporting mandated requirements and a system is
not in place at any level of government to penalize those that do not comply with their statutory
obligations.
Our investigations have produced overwhelming evidence that authorities fail to comply
with the requirement of publishing their AR in a publication of general circulation. While we
have found specific instances of TIF information embedded within a municipalities’ audited
financial statement, reporting requirements for an AR and the yearly audited financial statement
differ. For this reason, authorities are required to report their AR to the Treasury as a separate
form. Indeed, conversations with representatives from the Michigan Treasury conclusively
suggest that compliance with the reporting requirements is very low on account of the lack of an
enforcement mechanism. In particular, with the virtual collapse of intergovernmental revenue
sharing in Michigan over the last two decades, the Michigan Treasury does not possess any
meaningful incentive mechanism to increase TIF reporting. In the post-crisis environment and
with real estate prices in Michigan still at secular lows, many TIF entities might experience
negative tax capture which acts as a further disincentive to disclose detailed financial statements
on TIF activities. Indeed, our most recent estimates suggest that reporting compliance currently is
as low as 20% with only roughly 200 districts submit reports on a regular basis.
The best-tracked districts are the DDAs, LDFAs, and TIFAs. If/When reports are
submitted, they are received by the state in paper form. From there, it is up to the administrators
at the Tax Commission to decide what to do with the information. We succeeded in receiving a
spreadsheet containing financial information for DDAs, TIFAs, and LDFAs from 2002 through
2011. It also includes information from 2012, but the reporting is not complete. Budget cuts have
resulted in a shortage of personnel required to maintain regular reporting and transparency
precedents. We do not criticize the Tax Commission for not making the information available to
the public, but we do want to emphasize that the reporting process could be simplified with a
streamlined electronic submittal system.
In addition to structural and institutional factors, the nature of some of the mandated data
is in and of itself likely to provide a reporting disincentive. For example, TIF reporting requires
authorities to report the number of jobs, a reporting requirement that – while intuitive and
consistent with popular logic – is both difficult to quantify and not necessarily consistent with
economic theory (Courant 1994). In many cases, authorities are not reporting the amount of jobs
created. When they are reporting this information, it is unclear if the number reported stands for
full-time employment, part-time employment, hours employed, duration, etc. This is
controversial in that it is nearly impossible to standardize a figure for the number of jobs created.
The Revenue Report we received from the Tax Commission does not include a column for jobs
created, despite the other information that is captured. We cannot be sure if this is because
authorities are not reporting the information at all or if it is because of the lack of consistency
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with how this line item is reported. Representatives at the DEGC simply stated that they do not
report this information because deriving this information is essentially “voodoo magic.” In
discussing job reporting for tax abatements and Renaissance Zones, economic development tools
used by localities that also require this figure to be reported, Reese (2014) discusses how these
numbers are generally estimates and that in most cases the data for these measures do not exist.
Table 2: Compiled Data on Tax Capture Authorities in Michigan
Source

Type

BRA

CRC
2007
Survey of
Economic
Development
Programs in Michigan

Authorities

261

Michigan Tax Commission
TIF Revenue Report (2012)

Summary
of
Authority
Districts
in
MI
(Date
Unknown)
Summary of BRAs (2011),
DDAs (2011), LDFAs (2014)

Reese (2014) data collected
through Treasury, websites,
and snowball sampling
Michigan Treasury report
from workgroup minutes
5/3/14

CIA

DDA

LDFA

M1
Railroad

NIA

TIFA

WRITIFA

Total
261

Municipalities with
Authorities
Authorities

370

98

87

555

361

66

57

484

Authority Districts

441

87

88

616

139

560

417

4

Municipalities with
Authority Districts
Municipalities with
TIF Districts
Cities with TIF
Districts

215

416

103

734

12

110

13

135

132

4

203

Municipalities with
Authorities

500

30

380

91

110

1

95

430

3

1,119

Data on Authorities in Michigan
Table 2 is a compilation of data on the number of authorities in Michigan from the various
reports we obtained. The top row lists the source for our data, the type of authority that is counted
within the source, and eight tax capturing authorities. HNTIFAs are absent from this group
because none of the sources report the existence of an HNTIFA. Also, M1 Railroad TIF has a
column because it appears in the Michigan Treasury Report (2014). In the left column, under the
Sources column of the chart, we list the names of the six reports from which we obtained our
data. In the following row, under the Type column, we utilize the terminology that the reports use
when reporting their data. In other words, if the report specifies, or if we can reasonable
conclude, that the data displays the existence of an authority district, we use the term “Authority
District.” If we are uncertain, we use the term “Authorities.” Similarly with “Municipalities with
TIF Districts” and “Cities with TIF Districts.” The remainder of the rows list the number for each
authority, authority district, or TIF District as reported in the report. On account of the reporting
inconsistencies between the reports, many cells remain blank. In order to not overwhelm the
visual appearance of the chart, we opted not to fill empty cells with a zero.
What is automatically apparent from this table is the complexity and confusion that exists
in reporting TIF activity in Michigan. The major discrepancy we found is that distinctions are not
made between the existence of an authority versus authorities that utilizing tax increment
financing to fund their projects. In some cases, a database may list a municipality and associate
multiple authorities of one type to it. For example, in the Revenue Report from the Tax
Commission, Bay City is listed as having twelve DDAs. According to the statute, in order to
establish an authority, the municipality must approve a boundary within which the authority can
exercise its power (authority district). Boundaries between similar authorities cannot overlap. In
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other words, the assumption is that Bay City has twelve boundaries within which the DDA can
exercise power. However, what is uncertain from the way the information is presented is if the
authority is utilizing tax increment financing (or, in other words, has an established TIF District)
within any of the twelve boundaries.
This same issue presents itself when authority districts overlap multiple municipalities.
For example, as CIAs are used for revitalization along corridors, a corridor TIF District may span
three municipalities. In a case such as this, three municipalities would be listed as having an
authority district, but in reality, only one authorizing entity exists. This can easily complicate the
data because if municipalities do not make this distinction, then each municipality would be
counted as having an authority district and each municipality would be counted as having an
authorizing entity. As we are interested in the governance of TIF usage, it makes the most sense
to only calculate the existence of one authorizing entity rather than marking three municipalities
as having an authority. We cannot state with any certainty that the reports we received make this
distinction. For this report, if an authority is listed as spanning more than one municipality, we
count this as one authority district and, in the case that we are reporting municipalities, the total
number of municipalities it spans.
In the CRCM (2007) report, we find that for BRAs, the information is presented as
whether or not an authority exists, whereas for DDAs, LDFAs, and TIFAs, the names of the
municipalities with authorities are listed. Presenting the information in this manner does not
provide an accurate figure on the number of authority districts, much less, those using TIF to
fund projects.
The Michigan Treasury Summary for BRAs, DDAs, and LDFAs is perhaps the starkest in
comparison to the figures in the other tables. This document reports filings activities documented
by BRAs, DDAs, and LDFAs in Michigan. We combed through these extensive documents and
marked down how many times a municipality filed for an authority and how many times it filed
for the development of a TIF District. According to this report, there are only 135 documented
districts that use TIF to fund projects.
Finally, the Reese (2014) report specifies that data collection come from individual
websites, the CRCM (2007) report, reports from the Michigan Treasury as well as a snowball
sampling that was part of a state-wide survey. Despite the overlapping use of resources, quite a
bit of information on some of the authorities is missing and is not consistent with other reports.
We attribute this to the fact that it is one of the few reports that is looking for data beyond the
establishment of an authority to those that utilize TIFs.
Building a database that reflects the accuracy of the total authority districts and TIF
districts is the first step in understanding how authorities utilize TIF to fund their projects. Only
once an accurate database of tax capture authorities for the state of Michigan utilizing TIF
revenue is established can we advance to the next step of collecting revenue calculations and
engaging a discussion on the effectiveness of TIF usage for the state of Michigan. In the next
section we propose the creation of an online database that can be sent to all the authorities in
Michigan using TIF.
5. INTRODUCING THE MiRTIF PROTOTYPE
The MiRTIF prototype is a draft of our recommendations for a comprehensive database
that stores information regarding TIF Authorities in Michigan. The fields for the prototype are
derived strictly from the legislation governing the use of TIF by tax capture authorities in the
state of Michigan. In addition, as the Michigan Treasury creates forms based on the requirements
listed in the statutes, we also incorporate the annual reporting requirements of Form 2604/2967
and the AR forms from them. Lastly, we included additional fields we believe essential in order
to create a clean, simple, and organized data repository.
Currently, the MiRTIF prototype exists in an Excel format (see appendix). Our
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recommendation is that the fields within the prototype are used to create an online portal to
capture this information. Creating one website location for the collection of data not only
streamlines the process for reporting individuals, but the data can then be manipulated and
presented in a friendly, yet accurate, fashion that allows the public access to the information.
Data Dictionary
We derived a total of 62 fields based on the annual reporting requirements of Form 2604
and Bulletin 9, and included additional fields that we found useful. The Data Dictionary, fully
displayed in the appendix, outlines the field names, the description of the fields, the number of
characters for each field, the field type (dropdown menu, text field, number), and the different
values or range of numbers for each field.
The structure of the Data Dictionary is straightforward and follows standard conventions
for the record layout that is commonly used for data available in flat-file format:
 The “D” in the first row of each field represents the field description, including the
field name, the size of the field, and the type of field.
 The “T” in the second row provides the English description of the field name.
 The “R” in the third row provides the range for fields that are numbers. The upper
and lower bounds are separated with “..” and are followed by a description of the
units.
 Finally, the “V” in the third row and beyond provides the values for the fields. The
value code is placed to the left of the “.” and the description is placed to the right.
Additionally, we included columns indicating if the field was derived from either
the Annual Report or Form 2604.
The Data Dictionary is divided into the following sections:
 Basic information, which contains fields reporting basic information about tax
capture authorities such as location, and information about the board and reporting
process;
 TIF Plans, which contains fields reporting information about a tax capture
authority’s TIF Plans; and
 DPs, including information about a tax capture authority’s DPs, including a DPs
start and end date, the initial assessed value of the DP area, and fields for annually
reported information about the DP.
As this is a prototype, it is possible to adjust the number of characters in any of the fields.
For example, one may find some of the value fields containing dollar amounts might need space
for more digits than outlined in the data dictionary. Each tax capture authority is assigned a
unique identifier that will link the authority to the TIF Plan and DP record. To construct the
unique ID, we recommend that all authorities within the same type (DDA, TIFA, etc.) begin with
the same code (001, 002, etc.) for simpler sorting. Each TIF Plan and DP is also assigned a
unique identifier, as tax capture authorities may have more than one TIF or DP. The data
dictionary specifies which fields relating to TIF Plans only apply to certain types of tax capture
authorities. The enabling acts require that LDFAs and TIFAs report more items regarding their
TIF Plans than the other types of authorities. Most TIF authorities produce one DP, however, a
number of authorities produce multiple DPs over time or concurrently.
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6. A COMPARATIVE ASSESSMENT OF TIF REPORTING BEST PRACTICE
Rules versus discretion
The city of Chicago is known for its prolific TIF usage. Perhaps because of this heavy
usage, Chicago has been the subject of multiple studies on the use of TIFs as a local economic
development tool. The specific case of Chicago and Illinois generally are useful to us because
they demonstrate two critical efforts by government to increase transparency. The first major
effort was an ordinance established by the Chicago City Council in 2009 called the Tax
Increment Financing Sunshine Ordinance. This ordinance mandates that active TIF districts make
specific information publicly available on the Department of Community Development website
for the City of Chicago. Prior to the Sunshine Ordinance of 2009, anyone interested in obtaining
detailed information on TIF usage in Chicago had to submit a Freedom of Information Act
application. The required information to be posted online includes:
1. The ordinances establishing each TIF district, including all attachments, and any
amendments thereto;
2. The ordinances authoring each TIF redevelopment agreement, including any
attachments, any amendments thereto and accompanying Economic Disclosure
Statements;
3. Written staff reports presented to the Community Development Commission
related to TIF-funded projects;
4. TIF overviews prepared by the Department of Community Development and
annual reports prepared pursuant to 65 ILCS 5/11-74.4-5 (d)
5. City-issued Certificates of Completion and any required annual employment
certifications prepared pursuant to TIF redevelopment agreements (Meiffren 2011,
p 3).
In May 2011, Mayor Rahm Emanuel announced the formation of a TIF reform panel. The panel
included elected and appointed officials, finance experts, small business leaders, and urban policy
leaders from academia, think tanks, and foundations with Carol Brown appointed as chair of the
committee. The committee met on a regular basis for three months. On August 23, 2011, the final
report, Findings and Recommendations for Reforming the Use of Tax Increment Financing in
Chicago: Creating Greater Efficiency, Transparency and Accountability was submitted,
highlighting six major recommendations:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Establish the City’s TIF Goals
Allocate Resources
Monitor Performance
Increase Accountability
Take Action
Enhance Oversight and Administration

After determining how much money was allocated to private development; public works;
and small business, workplace, and property owner programs, the data allowed for graph on TIF
allocations by project type. Within each allocation, further analysis could be made (i.e., how
much allocated for residential, mixed use, commercial, industrial, institutional, schools, parks,
infrastructure, public buildings, etc.). Other data include a geographic representation of TIF
usage, porting funds (the ability for municipalities to use funds from the TIF district in
surrounding districts that may benefit from the project).
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Minor Critiques
The Illinois Comptroller website reports that as of August 2013, TIF compliance for the
state of Illinois is at 93%. This does not mean that the reporting is easily accessible. Issues have
been reported regarding the complication of making the information searchable (i.e., a
streamlined manner for searching through the numerous documents uploaded to the website),
missing information, specifically the fact that 0% of the TIF projects include information on
annual employment positions created and retained, and the lack of a web tool that connects
individual expenditures with specific projects. This final critique is important because it allows
the pubic to track where the money is going and where it is spent (Meiffren 2011).
City of Chicago TIF Portal
Perhaps one of the most advanced features, and arguable the most visibly accessible
nationwide, is a publicly accessible online map-based view of all TIF districts in the city of
Chicago (see Figure 11). The map includes three layers that can be added or removed at the
viewer’s discretion. The first layer is called the TIF Layer. When only this layer is highlighted,
the map of Chicago is populated with every single TIF District delineation. When the cursor is
scrolled over a TIF District, a window pops up within the map with information on the name of
the district, the total project cost, and council approved TIF investment. The next layer is called
the Ward Layer. There are 50 wards in the city of Chicago. The advantage of this layer is the
ability for people to see which districts exist in their wards. The final level is called the Project
Layer. When selected, the map is populated with a series of red circles and yellow squares. The
red circles are redevelopment projects and the yellow squares are infrastructure projects. Each
time a user clicks on a project, an external pop-up window is generated including general
information about the project. Information includes the description of the project, the address, the
name of the developer, the total project cost, the council-approved TIF payment, and links to
documentation related to the project. Yellow squares generate a similar pop-up window listing
information on the name and ward location of the project, the address, the total amount of TIF
investments, and the total amount of non-TIF investments. In addition to these map features, the
portal includes a series of search fields allowing users to search specific information by the name
of the district, the type of project or ward (these are drop down functions), and/or by address. The
TIF Portal is an awesome example of the power of data collection and transparence. For all the
reasons listed above, Chicago is arguably the best exemplar on which to model reporting protocol
and transparency for the state of Michigan.
7. CONTINUING THE DISCUSSION: CONCLUSION AND NEXT STEPS
The rationale for financial regulation ultimately rests on two objectives: the desire to maintain
financial stability by mitigating systemic risk and the desire to protect economic agents
(Bieri 2010). In the case of TIFs, the perimeter of regulatory oversight must be broad and deep,
given the dual character of TIFs as both a financial instrument and an economic development
tool. As such, TIF regulation thus encompasses both financial stability considerations and
traditional accounting disclosure standards. Indeed, in light of the public good nature of financial
stability, state government should impose strong regulatory safeguards that ensure that TIF
projects are implemented through a transparent, accountable process. Yet, regulation without
universal compliance is meaningless. Kerth and Baxandall (2011) provide the most
comprehensive and systematic coverage on the need for increased transparency and
accountability in TIF governance. One of the main conclusions of this report is that strong rules
should ensure that TIFs are transparent, accountable, and efficiently governed.
While this Co-Learning Plan focused on meticulously scrutinizing the state-enabling
legislation to understand the process of developing a TIF Plan and delivered a streamlined
prototype, the MiRTIF, in this section we also suggest a series of policy recommendations that
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can be taken to strengthen the use of the tool.
First and foremost, the enforcement of regulatory compliance for TIFs, above all via
accountable reporting on TIF activities, is the policy remit of the Michigan State Treasury.
Measures must be taken at the state level to ensure that tax capturing authorities are accurately
submitting their reporting requirements on an annual basis. Failure to comply with mandated
requirements should result in a severe penalty, perhaps even one that would strip the authority of
its ability to capture incremental revenues. In order for the Michigan State Treasury to effectively
enforce TIF reporting, it is necessary to determine the exact number of tax capturing authorities
in existence and, furthermore, the exact number of those using TIF. As a one-off exercise,
deriving these numbers would not be an easy endeavor, as we have seen from previous attempts
at snowball sampling, internet searches, and reviewing the academic literature, but with enough
time, funding, and human power, individuals could be sent to each and every county, or
municipality for more targeted accuracy, to inquire about the existence of tax capturing
authorities.
Localities must revisit and internalize the original intention behind the creation of a tax
revenue increment capturing tool. This would require implementing a systematic approach to
meeting the ‘but for’ requirement. Tightening the definition of what constitutes blight and
ensuring that the designated area is indeed in need of public funding to attract private investment
will limit the use of a tool to areas that are in serious need of attention. Improving the tax base in
locations such as these and increasing opportunities for employment will bring economic
vibrancy to pockets of the city stripped of these resources rather than further concentrate
development in areas of less need and eliminate situations in which authorities squander
excessive funds on repaving streets within their districts because they are not allowed to spend
the money on other locations or because they simply sit on large sums of accrued revenues from
tax increments but do not want to retire their TIF Plan.
Furthermore, case study research analyzing how locations using TIFs fare in comparison
to those without would help clarify the effectiveness of the tool and begin the foundation for
determining specific site variables as indicators for establishing a TIF Plan. The adoption of the
use of TIF to fund economic development and its proliferation across the states is indicative of
the increasing fragmentation of the budgetary process of local governments. While recognizing
that TIF is an attractive tool for municipal actors because of its flexibility, there is some
agreement among economists that a certain amount of pull-back on the level of earmarking for
tax revenues is desirable; in part, this would restore the long-lost sanctity of the local budgetary
unity – the requirement that the budget should not be divided into independent parts. Indeed, the
validity of the principle of budgetary unity has long been recognized to depend upon the
significance attributed to the particular type of information which the unitary budget supplies and
upon the planning efficiency which it permits (Musgrave 1939). Requiring stringent reporting
and transparency will reform unregulated TIF usage in a way that ought to diminish abuse,
putting a much needed break on further uncurbed fiscal splintering and special districting.
Sound public policy needs to be based on objective measures and reliable data. If
implemented, the MiRTIF would be precisely a step in this direction, providing a critical tool for
analyzing the ongoing practice of TIF in Michigan and generating an overview of meeting
statewide and local development goals. MiRTIF could form the basis for a more comprehensive
system of policy decision support tools that would help to ensure that policy makers can base
their decisions on future TIF reforms on solid facts, and not the speculative extrapolations of
special interests.
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8. FIGURES AND TABLES
Figure 1: The Basic Mechanics of TIFs

(c) Textbook set-up

(d) Revenue capture with overlapping governments
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Figure 2: Institutional Relationships

Institutions Involved in Oversight of Tax Capture Authorities

State Tax Commission

Secretary of State

Michigan Economic Development
Corporation

Department of Treasury

All Other Authorities

Secretary of State

Michigan Strategic Fund

Department of Environmental Quality

Auditor General

Brownfield Redevelopment Authorities*

Notes on relationships between the above institutions:
The Department of Environmental Quality and the Michigan Strategic Fund combine annual reports
they receive from brownfield redevelopment authorities and submit an annual report to the Michigan
Legislature (BRA Act 502, 2012). The Department of Treasury; Michigan Economic Development
Corporation; State Tax Commission; and Secretary of State do not work together to submit reports to
the Michigan Legislature.
do not work together to submit reports to the Michigan Legislature.

*The Michigan Economic Development Corporation is not mentioned in PA 502 as an institution that is involved in the oversight of
brownfields authorities; however, it is mentioned as an administrator of brownfield tax increment financing work plans in a document
on incentives (Michigan Economic Development Corporation, 2014).
Sources: Bieri, (2014); BRA Act 502, (2012); CIA Act 280, (2005); DDA Act 197, (1975); HNTIFA Act 530, (2004); and LDFA Act
281, (1986); Michigan Economic Development Corporation, 2014); NIA Act 61, (2007); TIFA Act 450, (1980); and WRITIFA Act,
94 (2008)
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Figure 3: Process and Reporting Requirements for Downtown Development Authorities, Historic
Neighborhood Tax Increment Finance Authorities, and Tax Increment Finance Authorities
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Figure 4: Process and Reporting Requirements for Brownfield Redevelopment Authorities
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Figure 5: Process and Reporting Requirements for Corridor Improvement Authorities,
Neighborhood Improvement Authorities, and Local Development Finance Authorities
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Figure 6: Regulation Process for Downtown Development Authorities and Tax Increment Finance
Authorities
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Figure 7: Regulation Process for Brownfield Redevelopment Authorities
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Figure 8: Regulation Process for Corridor Improvement Authorities, Historic Neighborhood Tax
Increment Finance Authorities, Neighborhood Improvement Authorities, and Water Resource
Improvement Tax Increment Finance Authorities
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Figure 9: Regulation Process for Local Development Finance Authorities
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Figure 10: Authority District for Village of Bellevue Downtown Development Authority

Source: Village of Bellevue Downtown Development Authority Tax Increment Finance and Development Plan (n.d.)
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Figure 11: The City of Chicago TIF Portal

Source: City of Chicago Website – Web TIF Portal (n.d.).
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Table 1: Tax Capture Authority Enabling Legislation for Michigan
Authority

Year est’d

Enabling Legislation

Purpose

Downtown Development
Authority
DDA

1975

Public Act 197
Mich. Comp. Laws Ann. §
125.1651 et seq.

Finances downtown development by halting
property value deterioration.

Tax Increment Finance
Authority
TIFA

1980

Public Act 450
Mich. Comp. Laws Ann. §
125.1801 et seq.

Finances development that prevents
deterioration.
These authorities were not allowed after 1987.
Established boundaries became permanent
after 1987 and could not be expanded.

Local Development Financing
Authority LDFA

1986

Public Act 281
Mich. Comp. Laws Ann. §
125.2151 et seq.

Finances development of manufacturing,
agricultural processing, high-technology
industries through the creation of certified
technology parks or a certified alternative
energy park.

Brownfield Redevelopment
Authorities
BRA

1996

Public Act 381
Mich. Comp. Laws Ann. §
125.2651 et seq.

Finances environmental remediation on
brownfield sights and development to blighted
and functionally obsolete property.

Historic Neighborhood Tax
Increment Finance Authority
Act
HNTIFA
Corridor Improvement
Authority
CIA

2004

Public Act 530
Mich. Comp. Laws Ann. §
125.2841 et seq.

Finances development to improve streets,
pedestrian malls, and other public
improvements in historic neighborhoods.

2005

Public Act 280
Mich. Comp. Laws Ann. §
125.2871 et seq.

Finances business districts along main
thoroughfares and encourage historic
preservation.

Neighborhood Improvement
Authority
NIA

2007

Public Act 61
Mich. Comp. Laws Ann. §
125.2911 et seq.

Finances development to encourage residential
and economic growth and to prevent
neighborhood deterioration.

Water Resource Improvement
Tax Increment Finance
Authority
WRITIFA

2008

Public Act 94
Mich. Comp. Laws Ann. §§
125.1771 et seq.

Finances projects focused on protecting inland
lakes from invasive species and pollution.

Source: Michigan Legislature
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Table 2: Compiled Data on Tax Capture Authorities in Michigan

Source
CRC
2007
Survey
of
Economic
Development
Programs in Michigan

Michigan Tax Commission TIF
Revenue Report (2012)

Summary of Authority Districts
in MI (Date Unknown)
Summary of BRAs (2011),
DDAs (2011), LDFAs (2014)

Reese (2014) data collected
through Treasury, websites, and
snowball sampling
Michigan Treasury report from
workgroup minutes 5/3/14

Type

BRA

Authorities

261

CIA

DDA

LDFA

M1
Railroad

NIA

TIFA

WRITIFA

Total
261

Municipalities with
Authorities
Authorities

370

98

87

555

361

66

57

484

Authority Districts

441

87

88

616

139

560

417

4

Municipalities with
Authority Districts
Municipalities with
TIF Districts
Cities with TIF
Districts

215

416

103

734

12

110

13

135

132

4

203

Municipalities with
Authorities

500

30

380

91

110

1

95

430

3

1,119

Table 3: Example of Annual Report
Annual Report
City of Detroit Downtown Development Authority, Development Area #2
FYE 2007
Revenue:
Property Taxes
Interest
Total Revenue

801,911
801,911

Bond Reserve
Expenditures
Eligible Obligations:
Madison Center Project
Total eligible obligations:

801,911
801,911

Outstanding bonded indebtedness
Principal
Interest

-

Initial Assessed Value
Ad valorem non-homestead
Commercial Facilities Tax-New
Commercial Facilities Tax-Restored
Total

-

Captured Value
Ad valorem non-homestead
Commercial Facilities Tax-New
Commercial Facilities Tax-Restored
Total

-

335,900
335,900

9,808,297
9,808,297

Tax Increment Revenue Received
City of Detroit
School
SET
Wayne County
WCCC
RESA
Huron-Clinton
Total

340,939
293,427
56,841
53,152
23,157
32,389
2,006
801,911

Number of Jobs Created
Additional Information

N/A
None
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10. APPENDIX
1. MiRTIF Data Dictionary
See separate file (“TIF_CoLearningPlan_Final_AppendixDataDictionary.docx”) for the complete
MiRTIF data dictionary.

2. MiRTIF Prototype
See separate file (“MiRTIF_Database_PrototypeFinal.xlsx”) for the fully functioning MiRTIF
prototype database.

3. Department of Treasury Form 2604
See separate file (“TIF_CoLearningPlan_Final_AppendixForm2604.docx”) for the complete
form.
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4. MEDC Factsheets
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